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Layne's Challenge Update: Day One Triumph and Celebrating Ben's Birthday! 

  

Exciting news! Layne's challenge is officially underway, and what a remarkable 

start it has been! 

 

With day one successfully completed, Layne is setting the pace for the next 35 

days of this incredible journey. His dedication and determination are truly awe-

inspiring. 

  

Community Story Highlight: Celebrating Ben's 12th Birthday!  

Today, as Layne takes on this challenge, we're doubly celebrating. Layne has 

shared Ben’s Story via Instagram to help raise awareness of CF. Join us in wishing 

a very Happy 12th Birthday to Ben, who shares this special day with the launch of 

Layne's journey. Ben, your strength, and spirit are an inspiration to us all, and we 

hope your day is filled with joy and love. 

 

Layne's Challenge: A Beacon of Hope for CF Community 

Layne's commitment goes beyond physical endurance; it's a testament to the 

resilience of the entire cystic fibrosis community. As we journey with Layne through 

the next 35 days, we're reminded of the incredible strength within our community 

and the power of coming together to make a difference. 

 

Stay Connected: Follow Layne's Progress 

Layne has shared all the data from Day One including time taken for each leg of 

the challenge and how he is feeling. To stay updated on Layne's daily 

accomplishments and hear more incredible CF stories, make sure you're following 

our social media pages. Let's come together to cheer Layne on and show our 

support! 

  

We are also seeking more stories, so please contact bianca@cfa.org.au as soon 

as possible if you would like to be part of this incredible feat, thank you! 

 

We're immensely proud of Layne and what he's achieving not just physically, but 
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also as an advocate for the CF community. Let's keep the momentum going and 

continue to show our unwavering support. 

  

With gratitude, 

The Cystic Fibrosis Australia Team 

 

Learn More Here 

 

  

 

 

 

https://cysticfibrosis.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=96cdb979325ca8f6eca22f147&id=1d2abe6926&e=8abbda5680

